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Sound Processing for
Better Coding of Monaural
and Binaural Cues in
Auditory Prostheses
Advances in signal processing technologies for modern hearing aids and

cochlear implants with improved sound perception are

discussed in this paper.

By Jan Wouters, Simon Doclo, Raphael Koning, and Tom Francart

ABSTRACT | Despite many considerable technical advances in

the field of hearing aids and cochlear implants, people using

auditory prostheses still have major problems with speech

understanding in the presence of interfering sounds and with

directional hearing. Both abilities are dependent on sound

stream segregation in real-world listening environments. In

this paper, two timely and important issues related to sound

stream segregation in auditory prostheses are addressed,

namely, the coding of monaural and binaural cues. Several

state-of-the-art signal processing algorithms used in cochlear

implants (CIs) and in hearing aids (HAs) are introduced. A review

is given of some recent proposals to improve temporal coding in

monaural CIs, and of recent work to improve the transmission of

binaural cues in both HAs, CIs, and combined acoustic and

electric hearing (bimodal hearing). The ultimate aim is to

improve speech and music perception, and, additionally, the

preservation of binaural cues to preserve directional hearing.

KEYWORDS | Auditory prostheses; binaural cues; signal

processing; temporal coding

I . INTRODUCTION

The technology of auditory prostheses has progressed

tremendously during the last two decades. Hearing aids

(HAs) and cochlear implants (CIs) are the most common

examples of auditory prostheses. In many people with a
mild to moderate hearing loss, the auditory perception of

speech and music can be restored with behind-the-ear or

in-the-ear HAs, typically consisting of one or two micro-

phones, signal processing, amplification, and a transducer

to present the processed sound to the ear. More than 95%

of all HAs sold in the United States today contain digital

signal processing (DSP) technology. CIs are auditory

prostheses that can restore hearing in people with severe
to profound hearing impairment (or deafness) through

electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. CIs consist of

an external sound processor, wirelessly connected to the

implanted internal part. The internal part includes a

decoder chip and an array of about 20 stimulation elec-

trodes that are surgically inserted into the cochlea. The

sound processor converts the received acoustical signals to

trains of current pulses that are delivered in the internal
part to the electrodes.

Auditory prostheses have been shown to be very

successful in restoring auditory perception. As an example,
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in countries with neonatal hearing screening programs in

place, most hearing loss in children can today be detected

at a very early stage. With a well-adjusted hearing instru-

ment (e.g., a CI for the severely hearing impaired), these

children can receive mainstream education, albeit with

continuing audiological and rehabilitative follow-up. The

number of people with deafness, from a young child to a

senior adult, aided with a CI has significantly increased in
the last decade. There are now more than 300 000 people

implanted with a CI, and of the newly implanted population

50% are children and 50% have residual hearing due to

relaxed implantation criteria.

However, despite many considerable technical ad-

vances in the field of auditory prostheses, the progress did

not kindle a more widespread use of HAs in people with

sensorineural hearing impairment, resulting in more
nonusers than users. Today, many hearing problems of

the hearing impaired are still unresolved. Whereas speech

perception of hearing instrument users is very good in

quiet acoustical environments and in one-to-one scenarios,

it seriously deteriorates in more challenging listening

scenarios. Even when loudness is adequately restored

across frequency, i.e., when all sounds are made audible by

appropriate fitting of the auditory prostheses to the
individual, people using auditory prostheses still have

problems with speech understanding in the presence of

interfering background sounds, competing talkers or re-

verberation, and with directional hearing. These situations

are abundant in our daily active lives. Hearing-impaired

people with appropriately fitted auditory prostheses can

hear but not necessarily understand speech. Whereas for

normal-hearing listeners, the speech-to-noise ratio (SNR)

for 50% speech understanding is about �5 to �10 dB for

normal conversation, for most CI users, this SNR is

increased by 10 to 20 dB, and for HA users, to a level in

between. Additionally, the sound coding in current CIs

does not allow proper perception of music and pitch. Also,

directional hearing is often very limited. The coded sounds

are in many cases perceived as very diffuse or coming from
incorrect directions, severely restricting spatial awareness.

This inadequate auditory scene analysis can be due to

the sound processing in the auditory prostheses and/or to

limited neurophysiological abilities, and/or, in the case of

CI, to the nonoptimal signal interface between the

electrodes and the auditory system. Auditory prostheses

cannot turn the dysfunctioning auditory system to normal,

but the aim is to transform the input sounds to stimulation
patterns and presentation of auditory cues that the human

brain can use to build up the auditory information streams.

Additionally, noise reduction algorithms aim to increase

the SNR to alleviate the need for good stream segregation.

Furthermore, as the auditory profile may vary widely

among people, the optimal signal processing in the

auditory prosthesis depends on the individual.

To understand why users of auditory prostheses still
have the problems outlined above, we need to consider the

processes that take place with normal hearing. To

segregate simultaneous sound streams, the auditory system

uses a process called auditory scene analysis, as illustrated

in Fig. 1. Good stream segregation leads to good speech

perception in noise [1]. Sound sources are segregated

according to their physical location, loudness, temporal

Fig. 1. Illustration of auditory stream segregation. The top row illustrates how different sound sources are transmitted from the acoustical

domain to the neural/cortical representation. The bottom row illustrates some of the cues that are present in the acoustical domain and

their neural counterparts.
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structure, and other properties. Each property gives rise to
a number of acoustic cues. These cues are transmitted via

the auditory periphery to the brain, where they are

interpreted and mapped back to the original sound source

properties, which are then used to segregate sound

sources. In what follows, we will describe several processes

that are a part of this mechanism. We will distinguish

between monaural cues, which are available at each ear

separately, and binaural cues, which are obtained by
combining information from both ears.

An important monaural cue is the temporal structure of

the input sound signal. The temporal structure of speech

consists of three main time scales based on the dominant

fluctuation rate: the temporal envelope related to (supra)-

segmental variation, the periodicity related to fundamental

frequency (F0), and the temporal fine structure [2]. The

temporal fine structure are the fast fluctuations in a signal
that can be used by normal-hearing listeners to perceive

pitch, to localize sounds, and to binaurally segregate

different sound sources. The fine structure is modulated in

amplitude by the temporal envelope and periodicity. In

current signal processing of CIs, only the envelope cues are

well encoded in the electrical stimulation waveform, and

the periodicity is only encoded in a very restricted way.

Monaural signal processing schemes that emphasize
temporal coding, based on findings in auditory neurophys-

iology and human perception, may improve speech and

music perception, as will be shown in Sections II–IV.

Bilateral input can generate an important binaural

advantage. Genuine binaural hearing is based on the

perception of binaural cues of the sounds arriving at the

two ears: the interaural time (ITD) and level differences

(ILDs). ILDs are due to the acoustic shadow of the head.
ILDs are mainly present at higher frequencies and range

up to about 20 dB. ITDs are caused by the time difference

of arrival to the two ears of the sound waves. This means

that, e.g., for a sound coming from the right side, its level

will be softer at the left ear and it will arrive later at the left

ear than at the right ear. Useful ITDs are present at lower

frequencies (G 1500 Hz) and in the envelope of higher

frequency sounds [3], [4]. Normal-hearing listeners can
use these binaural cues to localize sound sources, binaural

unmask speech in background sounds, and experience

spatial awareness. Normal-hearing listeners are sensitive to

ITDs in both temporal fine structure and the envelope, and

their sensitivity is much better for fine-structure ITDs [5].

The human sensitivity can be expressed by the just noticeable

differences in ITD and ILD. These can be as low as 10 �s and

1 dB in normal hearing, respectively, and relate to a maximal
ITD of about 700 �s and ILD of up to 20 dB in high

frequencies, for sounds coming from the side of the head.

In hearing-impaired listeners, usually the main prob-

lem lies at the interface between sound wave and auditory

nerve. While auditory prostheses can shape the signals to

return audibility, the interface is still impaired, so only a

fraction of the information transmission possible in

normal hearing remains. Therefore, when developing
signal processing, the important cues in the input sound

signal need to be adequately coded and transmitted to

allow suitable presentation to the (impaired) auditory

system and to allow appropriate perception.

Moreover, usually hearing instruments for left and

right ears are fitted and operate independently (i.e., a so-

called bilateral system), and do not necessarily preserve

ITDs and ILDs [6]. The binaural benefit with bilateral
prostheses compared to unilateral prostheses can be very

limited compared to the difference between one and two

ears in normal hearing. The independence of the devices

adversely impacts binaural cues transmission, which

impacts the auditory scene analysis and forthcoming

auditory stream segregation. With the advent of wireless

ear-to-ear connections, a variety of novel front–end signal

processing techniques are being studied, e.g., binaural
noise reduction. In addition, binaural cue transmission

may be obtained with (cooperating) binaural HAs or CIs,

leading to binaural unmasking of speech in noise and

spatial hearing. Major interests in this field are front–end

processing to improve SNR without distorting binaural

cues, and sound processing for CIs to emphasize and

properly transmit binaural cues. Several such schemes will

be discussed in Sections V–VII.
Due to the aforementioned limitations in the coding of

monaural and binaural cues, there is an important societal

need for advances in hearing instrument technology.

In general, the signal processing path in most auditory

prostheses (HA and CI) consists of the following modules:

1) one or two microphones per device that pick up the

sound; 2) filtering into a number of spectral bands, which

allows to vary the processing across frequency or
stimulation channel; 3) preprocessing aimed at improving

the SNR and reducing reverberation; 4) compression to

compensate for the reduced dynamic range; 5) amplifica-

tion in HAs to take into account the higher detection

thresholds due to the hearing loss; and 6) in HAs a sound

transducer, and in CIs, the transformation by a stimulation

algorithm to trains of electrical pulses on the separate

electrodes. In the current design of these signal processing
modules in commercial auditory prostheses, issues of filter

bank structure (e.g., bandwidths) and loudness (from

detection threshold to uncomfortably loud) are the main

aspects of auditory perception and hearing loss taken into

account.

It is clear that new developments in auditory prosthe-

ses have to be based on further inclusion of knowledge of

the (impaired) human auditory system and perception. As
an illustration, several studies have demonstrated that

some noise reduction approaches with detrimental effects

in sound quality for normal-hearing listeners can yield

immediate speech perception improvements in CI users,

without noticeable quality differences [7].

Furthermore, in the evaluation phase, new signal

processing algorithms for auditory prostheses need to be
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evaluated behaviorally with hearing-impaired listeners using
an appropriate set of perceptual performance measures.

Measures can be speech reception thresholds (SRTs; the

speech level in quiet or SNR where 50% of the speech is

understood), just noticeable differences (or sensitivity to

certain processed sound cues), listening effort, cognitive

load, or error in localization of sound direction. A recent

development is that increasingly objective (or instrumental)

performance measures based on human auditory perception
are being used [8] to predict outcomes in the design phase

of signal processing techniques, as well as perceptually or

physiologically validated models of (aspects of) the

impaired auditory system [9]–[11]. However, while this

can be very useful during design, it will most probably never

replace proper psychophysical/behavioral validations.

Moreover, no methods exist yet to accurately predict

performance with a CI.
Instead of presenting a general treatise on signal

processing in auditory prostheses, the authors have chosen

to review in this paper a number of recent and perceptually

relevant signal processing schemes, which have been

perceptually evaluated and have demonstrated a benefit for

the hearing impaired. First, different areas related to sound

stream segregation and auditory scene analysis in auditory

prostheses will be addressed and some state-of-the-art signal
processing schemes used for stimulation in CIs and in HAs

will be introduced. Second, and more particularly, some

recent proposals to improve temporal coding in the monaural

electric stimulation of CIs are reviewed in Sections II–IV.

Third, recent work to improve the transmission of binaural

cues in both acoustic HAs and CIs, as well as in bimodal

combinations of acoustic and electric hearing, is reviewed in

Sections V–VII. Both for temporal coding of monaural cues
and transmission of binaural cues, the problems and possible

solutions are discussed.

II . SPEECH ENVELOPE ENHANCEMENT

The speech envelope is important for speech understand-

ing [12], and it is the main contributor to speech

intelligibility in CI. Many speech modification approaches,
such as offline variations of vowel–consonant level ratios,

as well as real-time speech processing algorithms have

been studied through the years, aiming at the enhance-

ment of speech intelligibility via speech envelope manip-

ulations. Recent findings from cochlea-scaled entropy

calculations [13] corroborate that rapidly changing parts of

the speech signal like consonant–vowel transitions, onsets

and offsets carry most information for speech intelligibil-
ity. While cochlea-scaled entropy-based measures show

that the formant transitions carry enough information to

contribute to speech intelligibility, the rapid changing

consonant–vowel transitions are the main contributor to

speech intelligibility in adverse listening conditions [14].

Moreover, in CIs, a neurophysiological rationale exists

for the enhancement of transient parts of the speech

envelope. The rapid adaptation effect of the auditory nerve
synapses that leads to a natural emphasis of onsets in the

speech envelope is not present, because it is bypassed by

the direct electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. This

transient emphasis aids in segregating different sound

sources [15].

In HAs, the spectral changes in speech can be

emphasized to circumvent the reduced frequency resolution

of hearing-impaired listeners, while in CIs, the frequency
resolution is fixed due to the number of electrodes. There-

fore, envelope enhancement strategies were developed that

enhance the perception of spectral changes for hearing-

impaired listeners to help to segregate adjacent frequencies

[16]. A benefit in terms of speech intelligibility in noisy

conditions was obtained but the speech quality of the

unenhanced condition was preferred.

In CIs, the envelope enhancement continuous inter-
leaved sampling (EECIS) [17] and the transient emphasis

spectral maxima (TESM) [18] strategies were developed to

emphasize transient parts of the speech signal. These

algorithms intentionally distort the speech envelope to

improve speech intelligibility. The rationale is that empha-

sizing parts rich in information leads to a better contrast

between the target signal and the background sound, which

should improve speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired
listeners in adverse listening conditions. Although results of

these first studies showed only a marginal benefit, envelope

enhancement algorithms that focus on the transient parts of

the speech signal have recently gained renewed interest,

either in combination or not in combination with noise

reduction schemes. In Fig. 2, the envelope enhancement for

the Dutch sentence ‘‘Morgen gaan wij naar de stad’’

(Tomorrow we will go to the city) processed with a real-
time algorithm is shown in red, for a HA (top, waveform) and

a CI (bottom, electrodogram, the analogon of spectrogram in

CI) [19]. The black line represents the unenhanced

condition. Improvements of speech perception in certain

background sound scenarios have been observed for

envelope enhancement algorithms in normal hearing

subjects listening to noise vocoded speech [19] and in

hearing-impaired and CI subjects. This suggests better
segregation of the target signal from the interfering

background due to the increased contrast between the two.

III . TRANSMISSION OF TEMPORAL
FINE STRUCTURE

Current commercial sound processors for CI preserve the
temporal envelope quite well, but discard or distort the

temporal fine structure. We will briefly describe the function

of the three most commonly used commercial sound pro-

cessing schemes for CIs: ACE (Cochlear), HiRes (Advanced

Bionics), and FS4 (Med-El).

In ACE [20], [21], the signal is sent through a filter

bank, then envelopes are computed using full-wave
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rectification and low-pass filtering, with a cutoff frequency

corresponding to the channel bandwidth. In each time

frame, the N channels with maximal amplitude are

selected for stimulation, with usually N ¼ 8. A fixed-rate

carrier of around 900 pulses per second (pps) is then

modulated with the resulting envelopes. Clearly ACE
discards all temporal fine structure, and, additionally, all

temporal information is quantized to the frame repetition

period, which corresponds to the channel stimulation

period (1.1 ms, corresponding rate of 900 pps).

HiRes uses a filter bank, followed by envelope

detection using half-wave rectification and a low-pass

filter with a fairly high cutoff frequency, thereby retaining

part of the temporal fine structure. The resulting
envelopes are used to modulate fixed rate pulse trains

with fairly high rates (around 2900 pps).

FS4 [22] uses different processing for the two to four

most apical electrodes and the rest. On the non-apical

electrodes, a standard filter bank plus envelope detection

(using the Hilbert transform) is used. On the apical

electrodes, the channel-specific sampling sequence (CSSS)

strategy is applied. In CSSS, a pulse burst is initiated at
each positive zero crossing with amplitudes corresponding

to the peak amplitudes of the previous half-wave segment.

While in this way the periodicity in the fine structure is
coded, its exact timing information is lost.

There is no evidence that users of any of these

strategies would be able to perceive timing cues in the

temporal fine structure in the conventional sense.

IV. F0 CODING

Normal-hearing listeners use three different mechanisms

to perceive pitch: place of stimulation in the cochlea

(varies with frequency content), temporal fine structure,

and periodicity in the envelope. The most salient cue is in
the temporal fine structure.

As CI users usually do not have access to the temporal

fine structure, they can only use place cues and envelope

periodicity. Due to the spread of excitation, placed pitch

perception through CIs is quite poor. Salience of envelope

periodicity cues depends on modulation depth and across

channel synchronization.

The modulation depth of a pulse train on a certain
electrode is determined by the modulation depth of the

input signal and the sound pressure level of the input

signal. The maximal pulse current on each electrode is

limited to a fixed value, so with increasing intensity the

modulation depth will be reduced until there remains an

unmodulated pulse train at maximal current. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3 for a speech spectrum weighted click

train with an F0 of 100 Hz, at different input levels,
processed by ACE. While this could be avoided using an

appropriate compression system, this would have undesir-

able side effects, such as degrading the perception of

Fig. 3. Illustration of reduced modulation depth with increasing input

sound pressure level. The input signal was a speech weighted click

train with an F0 of 100 Hz, at different input levels. The pulses on the

fourth most apical electrode are shown. Magnitudes between 0 and 1

are mapped to current units between threshold and comfortable

loudness.

Fig. 2. Example of an envelope enhancement algorithm that

emphasizes the onsets of the speech envelope for the Dutch sentence

‘‘Morgen gaan wij naar de stad’’ (Tomorrow, we will go to the city).

The output of the envelope enhancement algorithm is shown for

HAs (top) and CIs (bottom).
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overall loudness variations, and possibly reducing spectral
details.

Spread of excitation means that the number of

independent perceptual channels is limited. For instance,

if two adjacent electrodes carry a modulated pulse train

and the modulations are out of phase, the overall neural

excitation might be a combination of the two, with reduced

modulation depth and possibly altered periodicity. Several

sound processing strategies have been developed to
address these problems by explicitly enhancing the speech

envelope modulations.

In the F0mod scheme [23], existing modulations in the

channel envelopes are removed using a low-pass filter, the

F0 of the input signal is determined using an autocorre-

lation method, and all channels are modulated in phase

with a sinusoidal modulator based on the detected F0.

Modulation is only applied in voiced parts of the signal; for
unvoiced parts the scheme falls back to standard ACE.

The MEM strategy [24] also removes existing modula-

tions, but its modulator is an enhanced version of the

envelope of the broadband signal. In this way, deep and

synchronous modulation of all channels is also achieved.

The eTone strategy [25] estimates F0 using a harmonic

sieve, and modulates each time frame to an extent

proportional to estimated harmonicity of the time frame.
In laboratory experiments with single F0 sources, all

these strategies have yielded improved performance on

tasks, such as pitch discrimination, pitch ranking, or

melody recognition, and even indications of improvements

of tonal language speech perception in noise.

Other strategies that may improve F0 perception are

those initially proposed to improve transmission of

temporal fine structure or binaural cues.

V. BILATERAL CIs

There is ample evidence that bilateral CIs yield better

performance than unilateral ones for a number of tasks:

speech perception in noise when speech and noise are

spatially separated, sound source localization, and general

comfort of use due to a more balanced sensation. This is
mainly due to perception of ILDs, increased redundancy,

or the better ear effect.

A. Binaural Cue Perception
Bilateral CI listeners are sensitive to ILDs with JNDs in

the order of 1–5-dB input level with typical commercial

sound processors [26], or 0.17–0.68-dB change in electric

current [27]. For normal-hearing listeners just noticeable
differences are in the order of 1 dB. Therefore, sensitivity

to interaural level differences per se should not preclude

perception.

In laboratory experiments with synchronized devices

and well-controlled stimuli, it has been found that bilateral

CI users can be sensitive to ITDs, but less so than normal-

hearing listeners and with large intersubject variability.

Just noticeable differences for the best performers are in
the order of 100 �s [28], [29], which is comparable to

normal-hearing listeners’ sensitivity to ITDs in the

envelope. The worst performers are not sensitive to ITDs

at all. Several studies utilizing experimental devices have

also shown binaural masking level differences: improved

detection thresholds if the signal but not the masker is

interaurally out of phase [30]. This is an indication that

binaural unmasking of speech in noise could be possible
with improved sound processing.

For sound source localization, however, bilateral CI

users mainly seem to use ILDs, and there is no direct

evidence of true binaural unmasking using interaural

timing cues [31], [32]. When a listener cannot perceive

ITDs, either due to perceptual limitations or due to the

signal processing in the devices, the ILD is the only

remaining binaural cue. In this case, there is an additional
problem: nonmonotonicity of the ILD versus angle

function. Beyond approximately 45� to the left or right,

the ILD versus angle function flattens, such that it

becomes impossible to distinguish between angles larger

than 45� on one side. Normal-hearing listeners cope with

this using ITD cues.

B. Binaural Cue Transmission
While binaural cues can be physically present in the

acoustic signal and the binaural system might be able to

perceive such cues, this does not mean that they are

transmitted by the devices used.

For normal-hearing listeners, the most salient ITD cues

are those in the temporal fine structure, which is not well

transmitted by current commercial sound processors.

Cochlear’s ACE strategy uses a fixed carrier rate and
completely discards fine structure. While strategies such as

HIRes (Advanced Bionics) and FS4 (Med-El) transmit fine

structure to some extent, which may be useful for pitch

perception, there are still quantization issues that may

distort the very short time differences that can be used by

the binaural system.

Most commercial strategies transmit ITDs in the

envelope, but across-channel timing issues and limited
modulation depth might limit their usefulness. Several

sound processing schemes have been proposed to address

these problems.

The peak-derived timing (PDT) strategy [27] operates

by synchronizing stimulation pulses with amplitude peaks

in the fine structure of the signals in the different channels

of the filter bank. The FAST strategy [33] operates in a

similar manner, but aligns pulses with peaks in the
envelope in each channel. The FSP strategy outputs pulse

bursts on positive zero crossings of the filtered signals in

the lowest one to four channels.

So far no or limited practical benefit of these strategies

has been shown. This could be due to perceptual

limitations, inability of the strategies to cope with complex

everyday sounds, or lack of acclimatization of the listeners.
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VI. BIMODAL STIMULATION

In the past, patients were only considered for cochlear

implantation when they were profoundly deaf in both ears.
Today, however, it is seen that cochlear implantees often

have better speech perception than severely hearing-

impaired listeners with HAs. Therefore, implantation

criteria are changing, and currently most of the newly

implanted patients have residual hearing to some degree,

in either the implanted or nonimplanted ear [34]. If there

is residual hearing in the nonimplanted ear, it can be

stimulated using an HA. We call this combination bimodal
stimulation. While the residual hearing in the nonim-

planted ear ranges from normal hearing to severely hearing

impaired, most CI users only have residual hearing at

lower frequencies, e.g., up to 2 kHz.

With bimodal stimulation, the two ears are stimulated,

so binaural cues (ITD and ILD) can potentially be

perceived, which is obviously not possible with unilateral

CI stimulation. In what follows, we will first discuss
binaural cue perception through bimodal stimulation, then

the effect of current signal processing systems on binaural

cue transmission, and, finally, a number of novel signal

processing schemes designed to improve binaural cue

transmission.

A. Binaural Cue Perception
Electrical (via CI) and acoustic auditory stimulations

lead to very different stimulation patterns at the auditory

nerve level. It is not obvious whether the human binaural

system is able to combine those different inputs to extract

binaural cues. Therefore, a number of basic psychophysical

studies were conducted to investigate bimodal binaural cue
perception under laboratory conditions, with specially

crafted stimuli designed to transmit maximal binaural

information.

Bimodal listeners are sensitive to ILDs, with an average

just noticeable difference of 1.7-dB change at the

acoustically stimulated side [35], but with large inter-

subject differences. Similarly to bilateral CI listeners,

sensitivity to ILDs per se should, therefore, not preclude
perception. There is, however, another issue when

considering real-life signals: a lack of high-frequency

residual hearing. ILDs in real signals are largest for higher

frequencies (> 1500 Hz). Unfortunately, most bimodal

listeners have no or very limited residual hearing at higher

frequencies. Therefore, only very small low-frequency

interaural level differences are available to the binaural

system, with their magnitude often even below the
subject’s sensitivity.

Bimodal listeners can be sensitive to ITDs in the

envelope if the thresholds of their residual hearing at 1000

and 2000 Hz are better than the 100-dB sound pressure level

(SPL) [36]. Bimodal listeners are not sensitive to ITDs in

temporal fine structure [37]. A large intersubject variability

was observed in these studies, but best thresholds were in

the order of 100 �s, while in ecological signals, ITDs up to
700 �s can occur.

When a bimodal listener cannot perceive ITD cues, the

same problem of nonmonotonicity of the ILD versus angle

function occurs as with bilateral CIs (see Section V).

B. Binaural Cue Transmission Through
Commercial Devices

Differences in loudness growth between modalities can

distort perception of ILD cues. For normal-hearing

listeners, the term ILD can be used to indicate the physical

cue as well as the perceptual effect. For listeners with

asymmetric hearing losses, of which bimodal listeners are

an extreme example, it makes more sense to consider
interaural loudness differences, i.e., the perceptual effect

of ILDs. If loudness growth is different across the ears,

interaural loudness differences are not consistent across

stimulation levels. It is, for example, possible for a signal at

60-dB SPL to be centered in the middle of the head, but for

the same signal at 50-dB SPL to be shifted to one side. This

is illustrated in Fig. 4. For a 1-kHz tone and a speech

weighted noise signal, interaural loudness differences
were predicted using models of loudness [38], [39] con-

figured with the parameters of a typical bimodal listener.

While for a normal-hearing listener the interaural loudness

difference is invariant with level, this is not the case for a

bimodal listener, and, additionally, there is a dependence

on frequency content of the signal and even a nonmono-

tonicity at low levels.

ITDs can be present in the fine structure and temporal
envelope of the acoustic signal. Fine structure ITDs are

Fig. 4. Interaural loudness differences for either a normal-hearing

listener (for any signal) and for a bimodal listener for a

long-term-average-speech-spectrum weighted noise and a 1-kHz

sinusoid. The interaural loudness difference is plotted here as

ten times the base 2 logarithm of the ratio of the left and right

loudness in tones.
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either not transmitted at all or seriously distorted by most
current commercial sound processing schemes (see

above). Envelope ITDs can be transmitted, but their

perceptual usefulness depends on across-channel timing

and channel modulation depth, which depend on the phase

response of the filter bank used and the intensity of the

input signal.

C. Novel Signal Processing for Improved Binaural
Cue Transmission

The SCORE bimodal strategy [40] uses loudness models

to normalize loudness perception for both electric and

acoustic stimulation, and thus yields equal loudness growth

functions on both sides, which leads to improved binaural

balance and transmission of interaural loudness cues. The

loudness of the microphone signals for a normal-hearing

listener is estimated, the loudness of the signals after CI and
HA processing is estimated using loudness models for

impaired hearing, and level adjustments are calculated to

return the loudness to normal.

Bilateral CI strategies are often not useful for bimodal

stimulation because they introduce cues (temporal fea-

tures) that are not available in the acoustical signal. For

good ITD perception with bimodal stimulation, we need

deep modulations, synchronized across channels, and long
dead times between stimulation periods [41], [42].

The modulation enhancement strategy (MEnS) im-

poses a deeply modulated envelope on all frequency

channels simultaneously [43], similarly to CI F0 percep-

tion improvement strategies, as described in Section IV.

This results in deep and synchronous modulations of the

pulse trains delivered to all electrodes. In preliminary

experiments, improved ITD detection thresholds were
found compared to the commercial ACE processing in five

bimodal listeners.

VII. BILATERAL AND BINAURAL
NOISE REDUCTION

To improve speech perception in noisy environments,

several noise reduction techniques for HAs and CIs have
been developed, with the aim to improve the SNR while

preserving the speech quality. Hereby, it should be

realized that an SNR improvement of 1 dB around the

SRT can generate an increase in speech understanding of

up to 15% in everyday communication [44].

Noise reduction algorithms can be broadly classified

into single-microphone and multimicrophone algorithms.

Although single-microphone noise reduction algorithms
provide an SNR improvement, this typically comes at the

price of speech distortion and other artifacts, such as so-

called musical noise. For HAs, current single-microphone

noise reduction algorithms have not been found to yield

any SRT improvement [45], [46], although they attenuate

the overall noise level and may reduce the listening effort.

For CIs, small SRT improvements can be obtained using

single-microphone algorithms [47], [48]. In comparison
with single-microphone algorithms, which can only use

spectral and temporal information, multimicrophone

algorithms can additionally exploit the spatial information

of the sound sources, by combining different microphone

signals. This generally results in a larger SNR improve-

ment than single-microphone algorithms, especially when

the speech and the noise sources have different spatial

characteristics. Many state-of-the-art HAs and CIs cur-
rently contain two or three closely spaced microphones,

enabling the use of multimicrophone noise reduction

algorithms [45], [49], [50].

In principle, applying hearing instruments bilaterally

can generate an important binaural advantage. The

auditory system can use binaural cues and the signal

processing can use information from multiple microphones

at both hearing instruments. However, in a bilateral system
where both hearing instruments work independently, this

potential is not fully exploited since not all microphone

signals from both hearing instruments are combined.

Moreover, it has been shown that the localization

performance of bilateral HA users may even be compro-

mised when the multimicrophone noise reduction is

switched on, due to distortion of the binaural cues [6].

To achieve true binaural processing, both hearing
instruments need to cooperate with each other and

exchange information or signals, e.g., through a wireless

link [51]. In current state-of-the-art binaural devices, one

microphone signal can be transmitted from one device to

the other, in half-duplex mode. It is expected that in future

devices it will also be possible to exchange one (or even

multiple) microphone signals in full-duplex mode. These

systems would allow for binaural multimicrophone noise
reduction algorithms, where microphone signals from both

devices are processed and combined in each device.

The objective of a binaural noise reduction algorithm is

not only to selectively extract the target speech and to

suppress background noise, but also to preserve the

binaural cues of the sound sources, so as to preserve the

auditory impression of the acoustic scene. Two paradigms

are typically adopted for binaural algorithms. In the first
paradigm, two microphone signals (i.e., one on each

device) are filtered with the same real-valued spectral gain,

hence automatically guaranteeing binaural cue preserva-

tion (cf., Section VII-A). In the second paradigm, all

microphone signals from both devices are processed by

different complex-valued spatial filters, e.g., using fixed or

adaptive beamforming (cf., Section VII-B) or using

binaural multichannel Wiener filter (MWF) approaches
(cf., Section VII-C). Although the second paradigm allows

for more degrees of freedom to achieve noise reduction,

there is necessarily a tradeoff between noise reduction

performance and binaural cue preservation. In the next

sections, we will describe recent advances for both

paradigms and discuss their benefit in terms of SRT

improvement and localization performance.
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A. Spectral Postfiltering Techniques
In spectral postfiltering techniques, an identical real-

valued spectrotemporal gain is applied to one microphone

signal of each hearing instrument, where a gain close to

one is applied when the time–frequency bin should be

retained (target speech), and a gain close to zero is applied

when the time–frequency bin should be suppressed

(background noise).

In [52], this spectral gain has been computed by
comparing the estimated binaural properties, such as the

interaural coherence, in each frequency bin with the

expected properties of the target speech (e.g., assuming

that the target speech arrives from the frontal direction

with ITD and ILD values close to 0 �s and 0 dB). Another

coherence-based technique has been proposed in [53],

where the fluctuation of the interaural phase difference is

used as a measure for interaural coherence. Another
approach to compute the spectral gain is based on the

output signal of a fixed or adaptive beamformer [54], [55].

Although these spectral postfiltering techniques pre-

serve the binaural cues of the sound sources, in essence,

they can be viewed as single-microphone noise reduction

techniques, hence introducing some speech distortion and

exhibiting the typical musical noise artefacts, especially at

low input SNRs.

B. Fixed and Adaptive Beamforming
Well-known multimicrophone noise reduction techni-

ques in unilateral and bilateral HAs and CIs are based on

fixed and adaptive beamforming. The objective of a fixed

beamformer is to obtain spatial focusing on the target

speech source, thereby reducing background noise not

coming from the direction of the speech source. For the
design of fixed beamformers, the direction of the speech

source and the complete microphone configuration need

to be known. Hence, fixed beamformers have mainly been

used for unilateral HAs, although for binaural HAs fixed

beamformers have also been proposed that aim to combine

spatial selectivity with the preservation of the binaural

cues of the speech source [56].

Since in practice the background noise is unknown and
can change both spectrally and spatially, information about

the noise field needs to be adaptively estimated. Adaptive

beamformers combine the spatial focusing of fixed

beamformers with adaptive noise suppression, hence

generally exhibiting a higher noise reduction performance.

A very commonly used adaptive beamforming technique in

unilateral hearing instruments is the so-called adaptive

directional microphone (ADM) [57], adaptively forming a
null in the direction of the strongest interferer. A more

general approach is the generalized sidelobe canceler

(GSC), which consists of a spatial preprocessor, i.e., a fixed

beamformer and a blocking matrix, combined with a

(multichannel) adaptive noise canceler. The GSC can be

considered as the current state-of-the-art solution for

unilateral hearing instruments. A two-microphone imple-

mentation was indeed shown to achieve a considerable
SRT improvement for CI users (about 2–3-dB improve-

ment compared to a hardware directional microphone for

three babble noise sources) [49].

In an effort to combine adaptive noise reduction with

binaural processing, adaptive beamforming techniques

producing a binaural output signal have been proposed. In

[58], the microphone signals are divided into low- and

high-frequency components (fc ¼ 800 Hz), where the low-
frequency components are passed through unprocessed in

order to preserve the ITD cues of the speech source and

adaptive noise reduction is performed only for the high-

frequency components. When using this approach with

hearing-impaired subjects, an SRT improvement of about

2 dB was obtained (for a single noise source). However, the

binaural cues are preserved only for the target speech but

not for the noise, and only when the speech source is
arriving from the frontal direction [59].

C. Multichannel Wiener Filter
A more recent class of multimicrophone noise reduc-

tion techniques is based on the MWF, where the objective

is to obtain a minimum mean square error (MMSE)

estimate of the speech component in a reference micro-

phone signal. To provide an explicit tradeoff between
speech distortion and noise reduction, the speech distor-

tion weighted multichannel Wiener filter (SDW–MWF)

has been proposed [60]. A benefit over the GSC is that, in

principle, no a priori knowledge about the acoustic

environment, target speech location, or microphone

characteristics is required. The SDW–MWF is uniquely

based on estimates of the second-order statistics of the

speech and the noise signals, and hence requires a voice
activity detector (VAD), determining time–frequency

regions where the desired speech is dominant and time–

frequency regions where the noise is dominant. In [45], a

three-microphone MWF implementation for a unilateral

HA was evaluated at different test sites, and compared

with other single-microphone and multimicrophone noise

reduction techniques. In this study, it was shown that

overall the MWF achieved the largest SRT improvements
(up to 7 dB), even in highly reverberant environments.

The MWF can be straightforwardly extended into a

binaural version producing a binaural output, by estimat-

ing the speech component in two reference microphone

signals, namely one on each device. In [61], it was shown

both mathematically and using physical evaluations that

the binaural MWF perfectly preserves the binaural cues of

the speech component but changes the binaural cues of the
noise component into those of the speech component. To

optimally benefit from spatial release from masking and to

optimize the spatial awareness of the HA user, it would be

beneficial to also preserve the binaural cues of the noise

component. Hence, several extensions for the binaural

MWF have been proposed [61], either using partial noise

estimation (MWF–N) or by extending the MWF cost
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function with terms related to the interaural transfer

function of the noise component.

The performance of the binaural MWF and its

extensions has also been perceptually evaluated, both in
terms of SRT improvement and localization performance.

In [59] and [62], offline bilateral and binaural MWF

implementations using a perfect VAD were evaluated

using ten normal-hearing subjects for different spatial

speech and noise scenarios in a realistic environment

(T60 ¼ 0.61 s). First, it was shown that the binaural MWF

achieved significant SRT improvements compared to the

bilateral MWF and the bilateral ADM. This demonstrates
that transmitting and processing contralateral microphone

signals can result in a significant gain in noise reduction,

especially for multiple noise source scenarios. Second,

using a localization experiment in the frontal horizontal

hemisphere, it was shown that the binaural MWF and

MWF–N have advantages in terms of spatial awareness for

the HA user in comparison with a bilateral ADM. In

contrast with the bilateral ADM, the binaural MWF
preserved the location of the target speech source

independently of its angle of arrival, even though in

some conditions the subjects located the noise source at

the place of the speech source (as theoretically predicted

in [61]). However, when using the binaural MWF–N, the

subjects correctly localized both the speech and the noise

sources. Third, it was demonstrated that for the binaural
MWF–N, using a partial noise estimate that is large

enough to sufficiently restore spatial awareness, the

speech intelligibility performance was only slightly affect-

ed. In some conditions, the MWF–N was even able to

outperform the MWF, which may be due to improved

spatial release from masking.

In [63], online adaptive bilateral and binaural MWF

implementations using a real VAD were evaluated using
ten normal-hearing and eight hearing-impaired subjects

for different spatial speech and noise scenarios, including a

challenging cafeteria scenario with highly nonstationary

noise (i.e., interfering speakers). The average SRT results

are depicted in Fig. 5. For the group of HA users only, the

binaural MWF achieved a significant SRT improvement

(2.2 dB with real VAD). Moreover, no significant perfor-

mance degradation was observed when using a real VAD
instead of a perfect VAD.

VIII . CONCLUSION

The appropriate coding and transmission of monaural and

binaural cues in the incoming sound signal are a

prerequisite for neural auditory representations that lead

to improved perception of speech and music, and

directional hearing.
In this paper, a number of state-of-the-art signal

processing schemes are described that have been recently

proposed, perceptually evaluated, and shown to yield some

benefit as compared to current technology used in

monaural or binaural auditory prostheses. A review has

been given of some monaural applications such as the

emphasis of onsets in the speech envelope and the explicit

coding of the fundamental frequency, which result in
better speech and music perception. Several binaural

processing strategies have been reviewed as well. A more

faithful transmission of binaural cues leads to better ITD

and ILD perception in binaural as well as bimodal HA and

CI systems. The combination of directional hearing with

noise reduction is an additional challenge, but progress is

made. Sound localization and speech perception have been

evaluated and clinically relevant improvements have been
demonstrated. Some of these new strategies are very

promising and can lead to implementations in future

commercial devices.

Additionally, the importance of behavioral validation

with user groups for the development of adequate signal

processing for auditory prostheses has been emphasized. h
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